
Dota 2 Betting Sites 2023: Best Esports Sites
for Dota, Bonuses & Bets Guide

Look at our list of the best Dota 2 betting sites for 2023; we've
ranked these with factors such as bonuses, security, reputation,
live-streaming coverage & odds.

NEWS RELEASE BY ESPORTS DIVISION

 

Do you want to get started on Dota 2 match betting? Then you need to check our ranking of the

best Dota 2 betting sites in 2023 because they’ll bring you the best odds, the most generous

bonuses, and massive coverage of matches and events, in addition to other benefits we’ll unveil in

this guide.

We’ll also teach you everything about bonuses, promotions, betting options, and other crucial

aspects so that you can make the most out of Dota 2 match betting.

List of The Best Dota 2 Betting Sites

Here’s our ranking of the top Dota 2 bookies nowadays, and we’ve also ranked them based on

their specialty, be it bonuses, odds, streaming, etc. Here you have the best Dota 2 betting sites:
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 BC.Game: Best Overall Dota 2 Betting Site

 Thunderpick: Best Crypto Bookie

 GG.bet: Best Welcome Bonuses

 Loot.bet: Best Gamified Betting Site

 Rivalry: Best Dota 2 Free Streaming

 Pinnacle: Best Dota 2 Odds

 Midnite: Best Mobile Bookmaker

 Betway: UK’s Favorite Dota 2 Bookie

Do you want to read a detailed review about each site before joining any of our recommended

Dota 2 bookies? Then find them below.

1. BC.Game: Best Overall Dota 2 Betting Site

BC.Game is the best overall Dota 2 betting site because it pays solid odds, it covers plenty of

betting markets and Dota 2 matches, it brings generous bonuses and it ’s great for live betting.

These are all the features that make it the best Dota 2 bookie.

Furthermore, BC.Game also has high limits for bets, deposits, and withdrawals, making it ideal for

high-roller Dota 2 bettors.

If you need extra motivation to join BC.Game today, then remember that it offers matched bonuses

for up to 1,260x… making it our favorite Dota 2 betting site right now.

2. Thunderpick: Best Crypto Bookie

If you want to bet on Dota 2 matches using BTC, ETH, LTC, USDT or any other cryptocurrency,

then you should join Thunderpick. Along with this, this bookie also offers solid odds, a nice

welcome bonus of up to $500, and a highly-rewarding Loyalty Program.

Thunderpick also covers a massive amount of Dota 2 matches, be it from significant events like

The International as well as from niche and local tournaments. Therefore, if you just want to use

crypto for betting on Dota 2, then you cannot go wrong with Thunderpick.

3. GG.bet: Best Welcome Bonuses

GG.bet is the best Dota 2 bookie when it comes to welcome bonuses because it can bring you a

matched bonus up to 200%, free bets, free money, and more. Therefore, if you want to get the most
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value when joining a new Dota 2 betting site, then GG.bet will bring you exactly what you are

looking for.

GG.bet also pays good odds for most events and markets, and since it covers lots of matches, you

will have more than enough opportunities to use your bonus money.

When it comes to live betting, it ’s also a good option. Even though Rivalry offers a better free

streaming service, GG.bet is still a solid player in this category.

4. Loot .bet: Best Gamified Betting Site

Loot.bet has been designed to feel like playing a video game. If you want to break away from the

traditional bookies, then Loot.bet will be your new favorite place, because it ’s been perfectly

designed for gamers who wish to start betting on Dota 2 matches.

Loot.bet is one of the most rewarding Dota 2 betting sites because it will bring you frequent

bonuses and incentives so that you can get extra motivation to place bets on Dota 2 events.

It also offers a solid streaming service, making it ideal for live betting. And since it feels like a video

game, you will enjoy a pretty entertaining and new experience of live betting at Loot.bet.

5. Rivalry: Best Dota 2 Free Streaming

Rivalry is hands down, the best Dota 2 bookie with free streaming. Because it ’s synced in real time,

it works even on slow-speed internet, and it ’s equipped with lots of live betting options. If you

want to focus on live betting, then Rivalry will be your new favorite bookie.

It ’s also solid pre-match, but since it doesn’t offer as many bonuses as other options from this list,

it ’s better suited for live betting, especially since it pays pretty high odds.

Only keep in mind that Rivalry doesn’t accept users from the USA and UK, so if you’re betting from

these regions, then you can choose an alternative such as Betway.

6. Pinnacle: Best Dota 2 Odds

If you’re looking for the best odds for any Dota 2 match or market such as match winner, number

of destroyed numbers, spreads, first blood, etc. Then look no further than Pinnacle, because it ’s the

highest-paying Dota 2 bookie from our ranking.

Pinnacle offers good odds both pre-match and in-game, making it the best choice in this sense.

However, even though its live betting and streaming are good, Rivalry is superior in this aspect.

Pinnacle also covers a wide myriad of events, be it mainstream or niche, bringing you plenty of

opportunities for betting and taking advantage of the huge odds that they offer.

7. Midnite: Best Mobile Bookmaker
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If you want to bet on Dota 2 matches from your smartphone or tablet, then Midnite will be your

new best friend. This betting site brings you a fast, reliable and feature-rich mobile app for iOS and

Android, from which you can bet on as many Dota 2 matches as you want to.

Midnite also covers a solid number of events and Dota 2 matches, comparable to choices like

BC.Game and Thunderpick. However, this betting site is quite limited in terms of deposit methods

since it only supports 5 payment methods.

8. Betway: UK’s Favorite Dota 2 Bookie

If you’re betting on Dota 2 matches from the UK and you want a traditional bookie, then look no

further than Betway. This betting site covers several Dota 2 matches and betting markets, making it

one of the most solid options.

Betway is famous for offering free bets, and Dota 2 is no exception. If you prefer free bets bonuses

over other types of promotions, then Betway will suit you perfectly.

Betway also offers a solid streaming service, so if you cannot join Rivalry because you’re betting

from the UK, then this bookie is exactly what you need. And it pays good odds for both pre-match

and in-game markets, so you can increase your ROI at Betway.

The only downside of Betway is that it doesn’t cover pretty niche events from smaller tournaments

or leagues. So, it ’s a good idea to supplement it with sites like Pinnacle.

Betway is also a highly rated bookmaker for other esports, such as Rust betting, which we’ve made

a list here; you can easily place bets on multiple matches and do so with plenty of bonuses on

Betway!

How to Join a Dota 2 Bookie

If you have tried a traditional bookmaker before, then it ’ll be easy for you to join a Dota 2 betting

site. If you’re completely new to the scene, then here’s how you can do it:

�. Choose a Dota 2 bookmaker from our list

�. Create your account with a valid email or Steam ID

�. Don’t forget to use a promotional code to claim your welcome bonus

�. Activate your account

�. Make your first deposit (in case you want to bet with real money right now)

�. Now you can start betting on your favorite Dota 2 matches!
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Now that you’ve joined your first Dota 2 bookie, we invite you to read the next section, where you

will learn how to bet on this esport, along with strategies that will help you to grow your bankroll.

A Guide on How to Bet on Dota 2

You’ve just joined one of the best Dota 2 betting sites, congrats! Now it ’s time to teach you how

you can bet on this esport by exploring the available markets, betting options and the best

strategies.

How to Place Bets

This process is quite simple because you just have to select a Dota 2 match, choose any of the

available betting options, place your bet and then confirm it. If you happen to win, then the

bookie will credit your winnings instantly.

You can either place single bets or create combination bets, and since our recommended bookies

offer an intuitive interface, you can place your bets with ease, even if you have never used an

online bookmaker before.

Dota 2 Betting Options

Placing the bets is easy, but before you do that, you need to know more about the available

betting options for Dota 2 matches and events - here’s a compelling list:

Moneyline: Betting on the winner of the match

First blood: Betting on the team to get the first blood

Number of destroyed towers: Betting on what team will destroy the most towers

First X kills: Betting on the team that will reach “X” kills first

Streak: Betting on a specific player who will get a streak of kills

Rampage: Betting on a player to get 5 consecutive kills.

You can bet on any event in fact. Be it simply the match winner or specific events such as the first

player to get a Rampage or a specific streak of kills, our Dota 2 betting sites will bring you as many

options as you need.

You can place single bets or you can build combination bets such as match winner + number of

destroyed towers during the match. It ’s up to you to choose the betting options!

Strategies



The best strategy is to analyze the event beforehand, so you can spot any profitable opportunity

during the match. This is the secret to making money with Dota 2 match betting, learning about

the events/matches and the esports itself.

Live betting is another good way to make money with Dota 2, because if the underdog starts

taking the lead but you believe that the favorite team will recover, then here you have an

opportunity that can pay you pretty good odds.

As always, never bet more than you can afford to lose. This will relieve from the mental and

emotional pressure of betting/gambling, so only deposit money that you can use for

“entertainment”, or instead, claim a free money welcome bonus or free bets, so you can get

started without risk.

Types of Bonuses on Dota 2 Bookmakers

Just like traditional bookies, you can claim bonuses at Dota 2 betting sites. They can be a tad

different though, and that ’s why we’ve created this mini guide. We’ll teach you everything about

the main types of bonuses available at Dota 2 bookies.

Free Bets

Bookies like to offer free bets because they’re a risk-free way to get started on Dota 2 match

betting. They can be worth anywhere from $1 up to $30 or even more, it depends on the site. You

can use the free bet on a wide myriad of events and betting options, so you can kickstart your

bankroll the right way. You can get free bets at the majority of our recommended sites.

Free Money

If you don’t want your bonus to be tied to a single bet, then you should go for a free money bonus

for Dota 2 match betting. You can administer the free credits the way you wish, so you get more

freedom. Most of our recommended Dota 2 bookmakers offer this type of bonus.

Matched Bonus

If you want to receive an extra percentage for your first deposit, then this is the type of bonus you

need. You can get anywhere from 50% to 200%+ on your first deposit, so you have more credits to

bet on your favorite Dota 2 matches.

Super Odds

This bonus will allow you to increase the odds of specific events. For example, if betting on the

match winner pays 1.50, then thanks to this bonus, it could pay you anywhere from 3.00 to 6.00 or

even more, this will vary depending on the site you choose. This bonus is more typical at traditional

bookies like Betway.



How to Choose a Dota 2 Gambling Site

If you want to select a Dota 2 bookie on your own, this section will teach you everything you need

to know. Here’s exactly what we did to choose each one of the sites in this ranking.

Legality

The first thing we do when reviewing a new Dota 2 bookie is to check the licenses and audits they

hold. Because for a Dota 2 betting site to be legal, it needs to be properly licensed and audited

by reputable entities and firms.

We consider licenses from jurisdictions such as Curacao, Malta, Isle of Man, or Gibraltar, as they are

the most reputable in the esports betting industry. And we also consider audits from firms such as

eCOGRA, iTech Labs, PWC, and Quinel.

Online Reputation

The next step is to check what the customers have to say about the Dota 2 bookmaker in

question. We check different platforms such as review sites, social media, forums, online

communities (Telegram), Discord channels, etc. In order to gather as much feedback as possible,

to decide if the Dota 2 betting site is reputable or not.

Coverage of Dota 2 Matches and Events

You don’t need just “another esports bookie”, you need one that ’s specialized on Dota 2, and that ’s

why you need to check how well they do when it comes to covering Dota 2 matches and events.

Verifying this means checking the entire betting markets for Dota 2 that the bookie covers, and

comparing it against leaders in this sector. It is a lot of work, but we’ve already done it for you, so

you can just bet on your favorite matches without problems.

Our recommended sites cover hundreds of matches daily and events such as The International,

IEM, World Championship, Majors, ESL One, and more.

Odds

Once we’ve verified that the bookie covers a wide variety of Dota 2 matches and events, it ’s time

to evaluate it in terms of odds, so that you can obtain the maximum payout for every bet you

place.

All of our recommended sites meet this requirement because they’re the highest-paying Dota 2

bookies nowadays. For example, you have Pinnacle, which is the bookmaker with the highest odds

for practically all the Dota 2 events and matches.

Bonuses and Promotions



Good bonuses, promotions and giveaways are also important components of a proper Dota 2

bookmaker. We make sure that they include bonuses such as free bets, free money welcome

bonus, matched up, “super odds”, cashback, etc.

However, we also make sure that the wagering requirements are actually easy to meet, so that you

can actually turn the Dota 2 bonus into real money. This part takes several hours since we have to

read the ToS, which are lengthy and complex documents.

Streaming and Live Betting

We know that many of you might prefer live betting over pre-match betting, and that ’s why we’ve

only picked betting sites that can bring you the Dota 2 streaming and live betting experience that

you’re looking for.

We test the streaming of each site by checking the quality, sync, speed, and availability for the

majority of Dota 2 matches. And when it comes to live betting, we check how many betting

options there are, as well as the odds and how fast they update (as close to real time as possible).

Payment Methods

A good Dota 2 bookie needs to bring you a wide myriad of payment methods for deposits and

withdrawals such as Dota 2 skins, PayPal, credit/debit cards, Neteller, Skrill, pay by mobile, etc. We

make sure that our recommended sites bring you a wide myriad of payment methods.

We also make sure that they process the deposits and withdrawals fast, all while charging you very

small fees or none in the best of cases.

Customer Support

The customer support department should be efficient and bring you different ways by which you

can get answers and solutions. Our recommended sites can help you through live chat, email,

phone, forums, etc.

However, we also test their efficiency by checking how fast they get back to you and the quality of

the answers and solutions they bring.

Frequently Asked Questions (F.A.Q)

Do you still have questions about our recommended Dota 2 bookmakers? Worry not, because

this section will leave you 100% ready so that you can start betting on Dota 2 matches right now.

Is it legal to bet on Dota 2 matches?

Yes, it ’s completely legal as long as your jurisdiction considers esports match betting as a legal

activity, you can find a long list here on NewsDirect. Compared to skins gambling, this type of
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activity is allowed in most parts of the world, especially since big bookies like Betway have

integrated Dota 2 match betting into their products and services.

How to pick a legit Dota 2 bookie?

Choosing a legit Dota 2 betting site starts by checking its online reputation, license, and audits,

and goes on to check the number of markets and betting options, quality of bonuses and

promotions, as well as the available payment methods. It ’s a very demanding process, and that ’s

why we’ve done it for you, so that you can pick a legit Dota 2 bookie from our ranking without

effort from your end.

Can you bet for free on Dota 2?

Yes, you can bet for free on Dota 2 as long as the bookmaker brings you a free money welcome

bonus. Many of our recommended bookies will bring you this type of offer, so you can use the free

cash to bet on your favorite matches, be it pre-match or live. If you want to get started without

risk, then this is the best way to do it.

Is Dota 2 match betting rigged?

No, because all of our recommended bookies make sure to only include legal, supervised and

reputable matches and events. Therefore, you can rest assured that the results won’t be rigged

against you.
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